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Blocking

Blocking is one of the most essential skills of combat. No fighter will survive very long without the ability to defend against oncoming blows. Many beginning warriors, as well as some experienced combatants, are unaware of proper blocking technique. The ability to block with effective form will give you an incredible advantage over anyone lacking such an important skill.

And yet, before delving into the mechanics of a 'block' it is first necessary to address several different types of maneuvers some may address as blocking. The first, which is most commonly used in boffer fighting, is what some refer to as a (true) block or 'hard-block'. This technique consists entirely of placing your sword between the target of the attack and the oncoming blow. In simple terms, the length of your blade serves as a barrier. Another method of defense is the parry, which is using your weapon to redirect an attack. And finally, a beat--which is very much like a more drastic variant of the parry. Rather than offsetting an assault in a (comparatively) passive way, a beat refers to clubbing the blow off-course. Each method of defense has its own circumstance, in which it shines. Knowing when to use which technique can be just as difficult as mastering the moves physically.

Hard-Blocking

The most commonly wielded of the three aforementioned defenses is the hard-block, as it is the easiest to do. Hard-blocking is the most versatile defense out of the three, and delivers satisfying results in most situations. However, this maneuver cannot defend against thrusts, and is the least offsetting to an attacker.

The methods for performing this defense are simple enough, and yet, more exact than many people realize. The key is understanding the different components of a weapon--more specifically, the blade. Visually divide a swords blade into thirds; the third closest to the hilt is called 'forte', and the furthest third from the forte will be labeled 'foible'. The forte, in terms of blocking, is the strongest part of a blade. Because the forte is so close to the swords hilt, that portion of the blade possesses the most leverage. The foible, being furthest from the hilt, has the least leverage. Constant and simultaneous consciousness of your own forte and foible, as well as your opponent's, is the key to a successful hard-block against a weapon of almost any size.

More specifically, blocking an opponent's foible with your forte is the key to defending against a weapon of any size. This is because you would be using (in terms of leverage) the most fortified part of your weapon against the least fortified portion of the attacker's. Even if there is a considerable strength difference, or size/weight difference in weapons, a well-done hard-block will usually prevail against any such assault. 

Because many fighters are not conscious of which portion of their weapon they use to defend, power-heavy swings can easily smash through an inexperienced warrior's guard. Due to that fact, heavy weapons become so much more intimidating, since they can generate more force than smaller arms. On occasion, the receiver of the attack--even with proper form--has failed to ward off a powerful blow. Nonetheless, such instances are quite rare with boffer weapons and made even rarer with the practice of correct technique.

If a fighter is particularly weak, drastically extending the arm and tilting the blade can make up for the disadvantage. For instance--against descending diagonal swings or horizontal swings--slightly tipping the blade-point towards the blow will cause the attacking sword to slide down the defending swords base, eventually becoming caught at the cross guard. If the boffer does not have a cross guard the attacker's weapon will harmlessly graze your fingers. An essential component to this technique is the extension of your arm. If it is too close to your body, the angle of the blocking sword will be inadequate, and the strength disadvantage will be negated. While, on the other hand, if there are no flaws in the block, superior strength or weapon weight will be powerless against this guard.

Incredibly versatile, the hard-block does an excellent job of stopping a blow from connecting with its target. Unfortunately, it can do nothing more. Hard-blocking in no way sets up for a counter attack, and does not leave the opponent any more vulnerable than before his or her attack had been launched (unless he or she does not recover stance). As such, hard-blocking is optimal for situations when you're not confident a parry or beat can be executed.

Parrying 

Parrying is slightly more complex than hard-blocking, but it comes with a higher payoff. A correct parry will disrupt an attacker's balance and leave him very vulnerable to an instant counter attack. Unlike hard-blocks, parries can ward off thrusting attacks. A good parry can be the difference between victory and defeat, turning the tides of the battle within an instant.

To perform a parry, all you have to do is make contact with an oncoming weapon and guide it off-path. It is key to possess an understanding of which direction you should redirect the attack. Generally, identifying the path of the oncoming swing is the first step. For example (a very hypothetical one, since the head is not a legal target) if your foe's attack was meant to split your skull in half, all of the blades momentum would be directed downwards. As such, the attacking weapon would be most vulnerable to being pushed off to the side, as the momentum would offer no resistance. However, trying to push it up would result in either a hard-block or a headache. The same is true for a horizontal swing. Going against the momentum will result in a hard-block. Parrying a horizontal swing downward is most effective. In essence, you should focus on pushing the side of the oncoming blade and not the edge.

The forte-to-foible dynamic is still present. While it is possible to parry the middle or foible of your opponent's blade, using your own foible, it is much more difficult than utilizing the forte. Attempting to affect their forte with ANY part of your sword will be a fruitless attempt. It is a waste of time to try. 

When parrying a thrust, it is best to maintain blade contact and advance. This is because, if only knocked to the side after a thrust, a blade can come back for another instantly. Thrusts do not need to be wound up in order to kill, so one can be made at any range. While parrying a swing will force your attacker to poise his or her blade once more, in order to make a good cut, thrusts to not require any set-up. Assuming that the tip is aligned with the target, a stab can be launched immediately. As such, by maintaining blade contact, you keep their thrust misaligned. By advancing, you can place your body beside your opponent's weapon, past the danger offered by its tip. From there, there is little your opponent can do. 

A teaching common in many historical styles of swordsmanship is the understanding and appreciation of angles. The further away from your body (and closer to your foe) your weapon is, the easier it will be to parry with minimal movement. If your sword is right against your body, and an attack is coming at your side, you will have to move your weapon across the width of your body. While, if the weapon is far from your body, you will have to move it only a couple of inches to make contact with an oncoming blade. And yet, the further your arm is from your body, the less leverage you have for offsetting an assault. Different degrees of extension are more appropriate for different circumstances. Experimentation is the best way for determining what works best for you.

Ultimately, parries require more precision and timing than a hard-block, but will open a window of opportunity, in which you can instantly slay or disable your foe. Because of its nature, a parry requires less physical strength than a hard-block, which can also make it a very appealing defense. 

Beating

'Beating' refers to bashing an oncoming attack off of its course. Much like the parry, a beat will leave an opponent wide-open for a counter attack. In fact, a beat will do so even more drastically than a parry, potentially knocking an attacker's blade to the ground--or even out of his grasp. However, the timing required to execute a good beat is much more demanding than that of a hard-block or parry.

To beat an attack, you simply have to club your foe's weapon off of its path. The same principals as a parry apply. The direction of the attack dictates the angle of your beat in the same way that the direction of an attack dictates the angle, at which, you parry. The forte-to-foible dynamic determines how drastically you will be able to offset your attacker's weapon. 

One of the most appropriate times to utilize a beat is against a horizontal attack. Because such a maneuver cannot be safely parried (without adding evasive footwork), slamming it down to the ground works as an effective alternative. In fact, it is even possible to disarm an opponent in this circumstance, if their grip is loose enough.

A major down-side to a beat, aside from the difficulty of proper execution, is how vulnerable it will leave you upon failure. If the attempt is made too early, you will miss and be wide open to the attack you had meant to deflect. And it goes without saying what would happen if the beat were to come too late. Also, if you fail to strike your opponent's foible, it is possible that your beat will have no significant affect. As such, the risks are as high as the payoffs with this defensive technique. 

Above all, the beat is to be used with discretion. This techniques strength is halved when it can be predicted, but packs even more of a punch when it catches an enemy by surprise. When misused the beat can be very self-destructive; when utilized appropriately, the beat is an extremely potent ward against oncoming attacks, which will leave your foe quite vulnerable to retaliation.

